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Chapterr 5 

Thee Process of Axiomatizing 
Scientificc Theories 

Thiss chapter discusses the axioraatization of scientific theories in formal logic. 
Suchh an axiomatization is traditionally viewed as the ultimate step in the jus-
tificationn of a theory. A first-order logic rendition of a theory gives an explicit, 
unambiguouss exposition of the theory. This allows, in turn, for testing for a num-
berr of criteria (such as consistency, soundness of derivations, satisfiability and 
falsifiabilityy of theorems) that can be evaluated using generic tools from auto-
matedd reasoning. We can make a rigorous evaluation of a scientific theory by 
assessingg these criteria. However, as it turns out, these criteria exceed their use 
ass rigid, final tests and are especially useful during the process of formalizing a 
theory.. The criteria can provide useful feedback on how to revise the theory in 
casee of a deficiency. For example, they can identify implicit (background) as-
sumptionss of the theory. As a result, the tools of the context of justification can 
alsoo play an important role in the revision of the theory—an activity belonging 
too the context of discovery. 

Wee will give a detailed illustration by the formalization of a theory fragment 
fromm Zetterberg's "On Theory and Verification in Sociology." 

5.11 Introduction 

Inn recent years, several authors started working on the formal reconstruction of 
ordinaryy language, social science theories. The main focus is on organization 
theory,, and especially on the branch based on a natural selection perspective on 
organizationss (Hannan and Freeman 1989). This resulted in the logical formal-
izationn or axiomatization of several parts of "organizational ecology": The inertia 
theoryy was formalized in (Péli et al. 1994); the life-history theory in (Péli and 
Masuchh 1997); the niche width theory in (Péli 1997; Bruggeman 1997); and the 
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888 Chapter 5. The Process of Axiomatizing Scientific Theories 

age-dependencee theory in (Hannan 1998). Further efforts were directed at a clas-
sicall  version of contingency theory, Thompson (1967) "Organizations in Action," 
ass formalized in (Kamps and Polos 1999) and at several relatively simple theo-
ries,, such as Hage (1965) "An axiomatic theory of organizations" as formalized 
inn (Kamps 1998a) and a theory from Zetterberg (1965) "On Theory and Verifi-
cationn in Sociology" that we treat as a case study in this chapter. These efforts 
resultedd in first-order logic versions of previously non-formal scientific theories, 
whichh reconstruct the textual argumentation of the original texts by rendering 
itt in formal logic. A notable exception is Hannan (1998), who uses the logical 
formalizationn to develop new theory "to clarify an area of research characterized 
byy conflicting claims and divergent empirical findings" (p. 126). 

Followingg Reichenbach (1938, pp.6-7), scientific activities are traditionally di-
chotomizedd into the context of justification and the context of discovery. The 
axiomatizationn of theories in (first-order) logic is traditionally viewed as the final 
stepp in the justification of a theory. A first-order logic rendition of a theory gives 
ann explicit, unambiguous exposition of the theory. This allows, in turn, for testing 
forr a number of criteria (such as consistency, soundness of derivations, satisfiabil-
ityy and falsifiability of theorems) that can be evaluated using generic tools from 
automatedd reasoning. We can make a rigorous evaluation of a scientific theory 
byy assessing these criteria. However, as it turns out, these criteria exceed their 
usee as rigid, final tests and are especially useful during the process of formalizing 
aa theory. The criteria can provide useful feedback on how to revise the theory 
inn case of a deficiency—an activity belonging to the context of discovery. For 
example,, they can identify implicit (background) assumptions of the theory. As 
aa result, the tools of the context of justification can also play an important role 
inn the context of discovery. 

Thiss chapter is structured as follows: First, in §5.2, we will discuss the ax-
iomatizationn of theories; next, in §5.3, we will illustrate this by axiomatizing the 
theoryy of (Zetterberg 1965); in §5.4 we will critically review and repeatedly revise 
thee formal theory; and finally, in §5.5, we will draw conclusions and discuss issues 
relatedd to our work. 

5.22 Axiomatizing Theories 

5.2.11 The Product of Formalization 

Thee axiomatization or logical formalization of non-formal theories consists of 
thee interlinked activities of rational reconstruction (reconstructing the claims, 
premises,, and argumentation of a theory) and formal modeling (capturing the 
claimss as theorems that are provable from explicit assumptions). The main benefit 
off  the formalization of theories in logic is that it provides clarity (Suppes 1968). It 
wil ll  provide an unambiguous exposition of the theory, containing explicit axioms 
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andd theorems. Moreover, the logic allows us to formulate a number of criteria 
forr evaluating theories. In the previous chapter, we discussed various criteria for 
evaluatingg theories, including the consistency of the theory and the soundness of 
derivations.. These criteria can be used for assessing relevant properties of the 
theory. . 

5.2.22 The Process of Formalization 

Mostt social science theories are stated in ordinary language (for example in arti-
cless in social science journals). As a result, the main obstacle for logical formaliz-
ingg such a discursive theory is their rational reconstruction: interpreting the text, 
distinguishingg important claims and argumentation from other parts of the text, 
andd reconstructing the argumentation. This reconstruction is seldom a straight-
forwardd process, although there are some useful guidelines (see, for example, the 
methodd in Fisher 1988). When the theoretical statements are singled-out, they 
cann be formulated in first-order logic. This initial formalization can be evaluated 
byy the criteria such as consistency, and soundness of arguments. 

AA strict justification point of view would stop after evaluating the theory by 
thesee criteria. However, since theories stated in ordinary language are typically 
partiall  and incomplete, it is highly unlikely that our initial formalization of the 
theoryy is completely satisfactory. For example, the initial formalization may turn 
outt to be inconsistent, or some of the claims may not be derivable. Finding such 
undesirablee properties does reveal deficiencies of our initial formal rendition of 
thee theory. Is it justified to pass this verdict on to the original theory? This is 
nott necessarily the case and, instead, we may attempt to revise our initial formal-
izationn such that it is a better reconstruction of the original theory. Fortunately, 
analyzingg the criteria can provide useful feedback for the revision of our initial 
formalization. . 

Recoverr from Inconsistency 

Althoughh theories in natural language rarely contain conspicuous contradictions, 
thee ambiguities of ordinary language can easily obscure them. As a result, our 
initiall  formalization of a theory may turn out to be inconsistent. 

Thee proof of the inconsistency of the theory (as provided by an automated 
theoremm prover) is a derivation of a contradiction from a specific subset of the 
premises.. Examining this proof will clarify what caused the inconsistency, which 
may,, in turn, suggest how to resolve the contradiction. For example, by changing 
aa definition, or by making some assumption weaker. After revising the premises 
wee have to repeat the test for consistency, to ensure that the modifications are 
sufficient.. Also, a premise set may contain several different contradictions. In 
thesee cases, repeated testing for inconsistencies allows for a piecemeal revision of 
thee theory. 
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Recoverr from Unsound Argumentation 

Sincee authors typically assume a body of common background knowledge, it is 
unlikelyy that all needed premises are mentioned in the source text. One of the 
thorniestt problems during the logical formalization of a theory, is to make these 
implicitt background assumptions explicit. As a result, some of the theory's claims 
mayy turn out to be underivable in our initial formalization of the theory. Of 
course,, it can also be the case that a claim turns out to be a false conjecture. 

Thee proof that the derivation of a claim is unsound (as provided by an au-
tomatedd model generator) is a counterexample, that is, a model of the premises 
inn which the claim is false. Examining this model gives important feedback for 
possiblee revision of the theory. On the one hand, it may be the case that, al-
thoughh a model of the premises, it is a non-intended model in the sense that it 
seemss highly unlikely that the author intended this model to belong to his or 
herr theory. For example, the model may conflict with common sense, or with 
commonn background knowledge in the domain of the theory. In this case we have 
too add this common sense or background knowledge to the premises of the theory, 
andd see if we can now derive the claim. There may be several implicit underlying 
assumptions,, which give rise to different counterexamples. On the other hand, 
thee model may be an intended, faithful model of the theory and in this model the 
claimm is false. In this case, the original claim is too strong to be supported by the 
theory,, and we have to modify the claim. A typical example is the case in which 
thee claim is overstated, and the model presents a known exception that should be 
takenn into account. After revising the claim we can test whether we can derive 
thiss weaker claim. There may be other exceptions to the claim and repeated 
testss for unsoundness allows for a piecemeal treatment of them. In some cases, 
thee claim may have to be retracted altogether, or we are forced to add further 
assumptionss that will restrict the theory's domain of application such that the 
claimm will hold on this restricted domain of the theory. 

Ass a result, the process of formalizing theories proceeds through several it-
erations—itt is a cyclic process in which the formal theory is repeatedly revised. 
Moreover,, these modifications may have an impact on the original theory. Con-
siderr the case in which the original theory is inconsistent. If we can resolve the 
inconsistencyy in the formal rendition, we can translate this revision back to the 
originall  theory. Consider the case in which the original theory contains a hia-
tus.. If we can find reasonable assumptions that make the claims derivable in 
thee formal theory, we can, again, translate these added assumptions back to the 
originall  theory. It may also be the case that the formal theory reveals that cer-
tainn restricting assumptions of the original theory are not necessary or can be 
relaxed.. In short, in these cases the formal theory and the original theory evolve 
inn parallel. 

Inn the next section, we will give a detailed illustration of this process by 
discussingg the formalization of a theory fragment from Zetterberg (1965)'s 'On 
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TheoryTheory and Verification in Sociology.' 

5.33 Case Study: Zetterberg's Theory 

Thiss section contains a logical formalization of Zetterberg's On Theory and Verifi-
cationcation m Sociology (1965). Zetterberg's theory is stated in ordinary language—it 
iss not a formal theory—but the main propositions are clearly outlined. It is an 
'axiomaticc theory' consisting of 10 propositions.1 The ten propositions are about 
fivefive 'variables' of social groups (p.159): 

1.. the number of associates per member in the group; 

2.. the solidarity of the group; 

3.. the consensus of the beliefs, values, and norms in the group; 

4.. the division of labor in the group; and 

5.. the extent to which persons are rejected (excluded) from the group when 
theyy violate norms. 

Unfortunately,, Zetterberg does not elaborate on the sociological meaning of 
thesee concepts, and leaves their further interpretation to the reader.2 Presum-
ably,, the number of associates per member is indicating the (average) number of 
memberss with whom a particular member interacts. In some groups with a well-
definedd role structure, members may only interact with few other members, while 
inn some small groups virtually every pair of members interacts. The solidarity of 
thee group typically indicates the community of interests and objectives (usually 
viewedd as the counterpart of competition between members). The distinction 
betweenn solidarity and consensus of the beliefs, values, and norms in the group 
iss rather elusive, although it is of course possible that there is consensus about 
thee differences of interests or objectives of individual members (they are, so to 
say,, 'agreeing to disagree'). The division of labor in a group refers to the struc-
turall  necessity of members to interact in order to function as a group. Finally, 
thee number of rejections per deviant indicates the extent to which persons are 
rejectedd (excluded) from the group when they violate norms. In closely knitted 

*Notee that it is exceptional for a sociological theory to be stated in an axiomatic form. This 
perspicuouss structure makes Zetterberg (1965) a suitable candidate for a case study for we can 
focuss on the formal modeling of the theory without doing an extensive reconstruction of the 
argumentation. . 

22 This can be explained in part by the fact that Zetterberg is mainly interested in methodol-
ogy.. An earlier version of this theory was introduced as a "fictitious example" to illustrate the 
advantagess of axiomatic theory for sociological research (Zetterberg 1955, p.534). He also refers 
too it as "a somewhat distorted version of Durkheim's theory of division of labor" (Zetterberg 
1965,, p.160). 
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groups,, minor deviations may result in exclusion of members, whereas in loosely 
affiliatedd groups major deviations are permissible. 

Tablee 5.1 lists ten propositions relating these five variables. Zetterberg regards 

P.ll  The greater the division of labor, the greater the consensus. 
P.22 The greater the solidarity, the greater the number of associates 

perr member. 
P.. 3 The greater the number of associates per member, the greater 

thee consensus. 
P.44 The greater the consensus, the smaller the number of rejections 

perr deviant. 
P.55 The greater the division of labor, the smaller the number of re-

jectionss per deviant. 
P.66 The greater the number of associates per member, the smaller 

thee number of rejections per deviant. 
P.77 The greater the division of labor, the greater the solidarity. 
P.88 The greater the solidarity, the greater the consensus. 
P.99 The greater the number of associates per member, the greater 

thee division of labor. 
P.. 10 The greater the solidarity, the smaller the number of rejections 

perr deviant. 
Note:: All propositions are from Zetterberg (1965, pp. 159-160). 

Tablee 5.1: The propositions of Zetterberg's theory. 

thee last four propositions (labeled 7 through 10) as axioms of the theory. These 
lastt four propositions show, according to Zetterberg, some relation to Durkheim's 
classicall  work on the division of labor (Durkheim 1893). The first six propositions 
(labeledd 1 through 6) are claimed to be derivable from the four axioms using "the 
deductionn rules of ordinary language" (p.163). According to Zetterberg, we can 
makee the following derivations (p.161): Proposition P.l can be inferred from P.7 
andd P.8; Proposition P.2 from P.7 and P.9; Proposition P.3 from P.8 and 
derivedd proposition P.2; Proposition P.4 from P.8 and P.10; Proposition P.5 
fromm P.7 and P.10; and Proposition P.6 from P.9 and derived proposition P.5. 

5.3.11 Formalization 

Wee use first-order logic to formalize Zetterberg's propositions. In the formaliza-
tionn we use unary functions to represent the five variables (see Table 5.2). 
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napm(a;)) number of associates per member in group x 
soli(x)) solidarity of group x 
cons(;r)) consensus of the beliefs, values, and norms in group x 
dlab(:r)) division of labor in group x 
nrpd(x)) number of rejections per deviant in group x 
xx > y x is greater than y (or y is smaller than x) 

Tablee 5.2: Functions and predicates. 

5.3.22 Axioms 

Zetterbergg (1965, p.160) regards Propositions 7 through 10 as axioms of the the-
ory.. A rendering of these propositions in first-order logic is presented in Table 5.3. 

A.77 Vx,y [dlab(x) > dlab(y) ->  soli(x) > soli(y)] 
A.88 Var, y [soti(x) > so\\(y) -» cons(x) > cons(y)] 
A.99 Var, y [napm(x) > napm(?/) —> dlab(x) > dlab(y)] 
A.100 Va-, y [soli(ar) > so\\{y) ~+ nrpd(y) > nrpd(ar)] 

Tablee 5.3: A formalization of Propositions 7-10. 

Iss the (formal) theory consistent? The theory is consistent if it has a model. 
Wee used the automated model generator MACE in an attempt to generate models 
off  the axioms. Table 5.4 shows a model of Propositions 7-10.3 We can easily verify 

napmm soli cons dlab nrpd > > 
0 0 
1 1 

0 0 
F F 
T T 

1 1 
F F 
F F 

Tablee 5.4: A model of Axioms 7-10. 

thatt the axioms hold in the model of Table 5.4: Axiom 7 holds because the group 
withh greater division of labor (0) has also a greater solidarity; Axiom 8 holds 
becausee the group with greater solidarity (0) also has greater consensus; Axiom 9 
holdss vacuously because there is no group with greater number of associates per 
member;; and finally, Axiom 10 holds because the group with greater solidarity 
(0)) has a smaller number of rejections per deviant. Zetterberg's theory has a 
model,, therefore it is consistent. 

3Onn domain size 2, MACE generates 1024 models of the axioms. 
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5.3.33 Theorems 

Wee will now investigate the explanatory or predictive power of the theory. Zetter-
bergg claims that "these four propositions [7-10] can be used to derive the other 
findingss which thus become theorems" (p. 161). In these derivation he uses "the 
deductionn rules of natural language" (p.163). A first-order logic rendering of these 
(intended)) theorems is presented in Table 5.5. 

T . ll Vx, y [dlab(x) > dlab(y) -> cons(x) > cons(y)] 
T.22 Vr, y [soli(ar) > soli(y) —  napm(x) > napm(y)] 
T.33 Vx, y [napm(x) > napm(?/) —> cons(x) > cons(y)] 
T.44 Vx, y [cons(x) > cons(y) —> nrpd(y) > nrpd(x)] 
T.55 Vx, y [dlab(x) > dlab(y) -)  nrpd(y) > nrpd(x)] 
T.66 Vx, y [napm(x) > napm(y) —» nrpd(y) > nrpd(x)] 

Tablee 5.5: A formalization of Propositions 1-6. 

Wee used the automated theorem prover OTTER to attempt proving Propo-
sitionss 1-6 from the four axioms. We can find proofs of Proposition 1, 3, 5, 
andd 6. 

Theoremm 1 The greater the division of labor, the greater the consensus: 

Vx,, y [dlab(x) > dlab(y) —>  cons(x) > cons(y)] 

Proof:: OTTER can derive T.l from A.7 and A.8. 

Theoremm 3 The greater the number of associates per member, the greater the 
consensus: consensus: 

Vx,, y [napm(x) > napm(?/) —> cons(x) > cons(y)] 

Proof:: OTTER can derive T.3 from A.9, A.7, and A.8. 

Theoremm 5 The greater the division of labor, the smaller the number of rejec-
tionstions per deviant: 

Vx,yy [dlab(x) > dlab(y) -> nrpd(y) > nrpd(x)] 

Proof:: OTTER can derive T.5 from A.7 and A. 10. 

Theoremm 6 The greater the number of associates per member, the smaller the 
numbernumber of rejections per deviant: 

Vx,yVx,y [napm(x) > napm(*/) —> nrpd(y) > nrpd(x)] 
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Proof:: OTTER can derive T.6 from A.9, A.7, and A. 10. 

However,, we cannot derive Propositions 2, the greater the solidarity, the 
greaterr the number of associates per member: 

Vx,yVx,y [soli(:r) > soli(y) —  napm(x) > napm(y)] 

Norr can we derive Proposition 4, the greater the consensus, the smaller the num-
berr of rejections per deviant: 

Vx,yVx,y [cons(#) > cons(t/) ->  nrpd(j/) > nrpd(j-)] 

Accordingg to Zetterberg is Proposition 2 derivable from Proposition 7 and 9 
(p.161).. We can prove that the derivation of T.2 is unsound if we can find a 
counterexample,, that is, if we can find a model of the axioms in which the intended 
theoremm does not hold. As it turns out, we can construct a counterexample to 
thiss claim (see Table 5.6). Finding this counterexample proves that T.2 is not 

napmm soli cons dlab nrpd > > 
0 0 
1 1 

0 0 
T T 
F F 

1 1 
F F 
F F 

00 0 0 0 0 0 
1 11 0 0 0 0 

Tablee 5.6: Counterexample to Propositions 2. 

aa consequence of A.7—10. Zetterberg also claims that Proposition 4 is derivable 
fromm Proposition 8 and 10 (p.161). Again, we can construct a counterexample 
too this claim (see Table 5.7). These counterexamples prove that Propositions 2 

napmm soli cons dlab nrpd > > 
0 0 
1 1 

0 0 
F F 
F F 

1 1 
T T 
F F 

00 0 0 0 0 0 
1 00 0 1 0 0 

Tablee 5.7: Counterexample to Propositions 4. 

andd 4 are no theorems of the axioms. On the positive side, we can derive a new 
propositionn as theorem: 

Theoremm 11 The greater the number of associates per member, the greater the 
solidarity: solidarity: 

Vx,yVx,y [napm(ar) > napm(y) -> soli(x) > soli(y)] 

Proof:: OTTER can derive T . l l from A.9 and A.7. 

Theoremm 11 is the converse of the (underivable) Proposition 2. Of course, 
theree are also many trivial theorems that can be derived, such as all tautologies 
orr theorems already subsumed by the spelled-out theorems. 
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5.3.44 Recapitulating 

Wee formalized Zetterberg's propositions as T. l -6 and A.7-10 in Table 5.5 
andd 5.3 respectively. The resulting theory contains propositions T. l , T.3, T.5, 
andd T.6 as theorems that can be derived from the four axioms, A.7—10. However, 
wee proved that propositions T.2 and T.4 cannot be derived and are no theorems 
off  the theory. We are able to prove theorem T.3 despite the suggestion that its 
prooff  depends upon theorem T.2. Fortunately, we could find a (different) proof 
off  T.3 using axioms A.9, A.7, and A.10 (or, equivalently, using axiom A.9 and 
theoremm T.l).4 The proofs of T. l , T.5, and T.6 are according to the suggested 
inferences.. Table 5.8 compares the verbal theory with our formal version. Our 

Verball  theory: 
P.ll  from P.7 and P.8 
P.22 from P.7 and P.9 
P.33 from P.8 and derived P.2 
P.44 from P.8 and P. 10 
P.55 from P.7 and P.10 
P.66 from P.9 and derived P.5 

Formall  theory: 
T . ll  from A.7 and A.8 
Noo theorem T.2 
T.33 from A.9, A.7 and A.8 
Noo theorem T.4 
T.55 from A.7 and A.10 
T.66 from A.9, A.7 and A.10 

v7 7 

>/(!) ) 

V V 
y/ y/ 

Tablee 5.8: The Verbal and Formal Theory 

formalizationn attempt seems moderately successful: we could derive four of the 
sixx intended theorems. 

5.44 Revision 

Ourr formalization of Zetterberg's theory prompts a number of questions: How do 
thesee results in the formal version of the theory relate to the original version? Have 
wee uncovered a deficiency in the original theory? Went something wrong in our 
reconstructionn of his arguments? Can we come up with a different interpretation 
inn which all the intended theorems are derivable? We will try to answer these 
questionss in this section. 

5.4.11 Limit Explanatory/Predictive Power 

Onee option is to do nothing: We have given, arguably, the most natural first-
orderr rendition of the propositions. If two of the conjectures are not derivable in 
thee formal version of the theory, then we have an important argument to discard 
thesee propositions as false conjectures. That is, we keep Axioms 7-10 as stated 

4Inn fact, the situation would not change much if we could prove T.2, since the derivation of 
T.33 from T.2 and A.8 is unsound! 
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formalizedd in Table 5.3, and reduce the set of theorems to Theorem 1, 3, and 
5-66 as stated in Table 5.5. As Zetterberg (1965, p.163) remarks, "our deductions 
aree not too precise, so long as our concepts are defined in normal prose, and the 
deductionn rules of ordinary language are used." It may be not unreasonable to 
assumee that now that we use formal logic, having a precisely defined language 
andd a strict notion of deduction, we have to discard two of the intended, ordinary 
languagee theorems as false conjectures. 

5.4.22 Nonintended Models and Real Counterexamples 

Beforee passing such a severe verdict on the theory, it seems more reasonable to first 
makee a detailed examination of the evidence. It is important to note that we did 
moree than proving that the two conjectures are underivable, since we produced 
thee counterexamples that prove the underivability. These counterexamples are 
availablee for inspection. 

Whenn analyzing the counterexample of Table 5.6, we immediate find a strange 
feature.. The model gives an unnatural interpretation of the ">"-relation: (0 > 0) 
iss true, whereas (0 > 1), (1 > 0), and (1 > 1) are false. This model is not one 
off  the models we intended to be models of the theory. It seems unreasonable 
too discard a conjecture because of the existence of such a nonintended model—a 
modell  that violates our commonsense or background knowledge of the substantive 
domain.. Any exposition of a theory presupposes a set of common background 
knowledge.. In a formal exposition of a theory, relevant parts of this implicit back-
groundd knowledge have to be added explicitly to the theory. Finding counterex-
ampless that are nonintended models clearly indicates what background knowledge 
shouldd be added to the formal theory. We would assume that the ">"-relation 
denotess a strictly larger relation (Meaning Postulate 1) and that on the domain 
{0,1}}  it holds that (1 > 0) (Meaning Postulate 2). We decide to add these axioms 
too the theory (see Table 5.9). 

MP.11 Var,y -i[(ar > y) A (y > x)] 
MP.22 (1 > 0) 

Tablee 5.9: Background assumptions. 

Addingg these two background assumptions to the theory will substantially 
reducee the number of models of the theory. Specifically, and more importantly, 
thee models in Tables 5.6 and 5.7 (that were counterexamples to T.2 and T.4) do 
noo longer belong to the theory. This means that we can retry to prove T.2 and 
T.4.. Unfortunately, OTTER is still unable to prove either of them: there must 
existt other counterexamples to Propositions 2 and 4. 

MACEE proves that Proposition 2 is still underivable by generating the coun-
terexampless in Table 5.10 (without loss of generality, we use only A.7, A.9, 
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MP.1,, and MP.2).5 Similarly, for Proposition 4 we find the counterexamples in 

0 0 
1 1 
0 0 
1 1 
0 0 
1 1 
0 0 
1 1 
0 0 
1 1 
0 0 
1 1 

soli i 
0 0 
1 1 
0 0 
1 1 
0 0 
1 1 
0 0 
1 1 
0 0 
1 1 
0 0 
1 1 

dlab b 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 1 
0 0 

napm m 
0 0 
0 0 
1 1 
1 1 
0 0 
0 0 
1 1 
1 1 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

> > 
0 0 
1 1 

0 0 
F F 
T T 

1 1 
F F 
F F 

Tablee 5.10: Counterexamples to Propositions 2. 

Tablee 5.11 (without loss of generality, we use only A.8, A.10, MP.1, and MP.2).6 

Thee models in Tables 5.10 and 5.11 cannot easily be discarded as nonintended 

0 0 
1 1 
0 0 
1 1 
0 0 
1 1 
0 0 
1 1 
0 0 
1 1 
0 0 
1 1 

cons s 
0 0 
1 1 
0 0 
1 1 
0 0 
1 1 
0 0 
1 1 
0 0 
1 1 
0 0 
1 1 

soli i 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 

nrpd d 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 1 
0 0 
1 1 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 

> > 
0 0 
1 1 

0 0 
F F 
T T 

1 1 
F F 
F F 

Tablee 5.11: Counterexamples to Propositions 4. 

models,, they seem to be genuine counterexamples to propositions 2 and 4. We 
willl  now explore different ways of dealing with them. 

5MACEE finds twelve models on domain size 2. Table 5.10 lists six of them, the other six are 
copiess with arguments 0 and 1 interchanged. 

6MACEE finds twelve models on domain size 2, those listed in Table 5.11 and the six copies 
withh arguments 0 and 1 interchanged. 
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5.4.33 Weaken Theorems 
Wee will now regard the counterexamples as faithful models of the theory. There-
fore,, if we want to retain Propositions 2 and 4, we must reformulate them such 
thatt they hold in the models that are counterexamples to their initial formula-
tion,, e.g., in models such as in Tables 5.10 and 5.11 respectively. In order to 
holdd in a larger set of models, the reformulated propositions must be weaker than 
thee original formulations. We will attempt to find reformulated propositions that 
aree provable from the axioms, yet still close to the original formulation of the 
theorems.. Note that this does not change the theory: we will only change our 
expositionn of the theory by singling out more consequences of the axioms explic-
itly .. Since all consequences of the axiom set are, by definition, part of the theory, 
thee theory does not change if we single out more of them. 

InIn case of Proposition 2, ''the greater the solidarity, the greater the number of 
associatesassociates per member', the new formulation must hold in (at least) the models of 
Tablee 5.10. Let us analyze these models: they all have the form soli(l) > soli(0) 
andd napm(0) = napm(l). A weaker version of Proposition 2 that also holds in 
thesee models is: ' The greater the solidarity, the greater or equal the number of 
associatesassociates per member'1: 

T.2~~ Vx,y [soli(ar) > soli(t/) -»  ->(napm(y) > napm(ar))] 

Noww that we have reformulated Proposition 2, we can retry to prove it. (We 
havee not changed the axioms, so the model in Table 5.4 still proves that the 
theoryy is consistent.) Although we have dealt with the (type of) counterexamples 
inn Table 5.10, there may still be other counterexamples. There turn out to be 
none,, since we can prove the reformulated theorem. 

Theoremm 2~ The greater the solidarity, the greater or equal the number of 
associatesassociates per member: 

Vx,yVx,y [soli(x) > soli(y) -» ->(r)spm(y) > napm(x))] 

Proof:: OTTER can derive T .2- from A.7, A.9, and MP.1.7 

Wee can try to apply the same strategy to Proposition 4. Let us analyze the 
modelss in Table 5.11. There are counterexamples of the form cons(l) > cons(0) 
andd nrpd(0) = nrpd(l) and counterexamples of the form cons(l) > cons(0) and 
nrpd(0)) > nrpd(l). Moreover, there are also models in which Proposition 4 holds 
(so,, these are not counterexamples), and these have the form cons(l) > cons(0) 
andd nrpd(l) > nrpd(0) (for example, the model in Table 5.4). 

7Notee that the proof of T.2~ requires the background assumption MP.1. If we had not 
discoveredd the relevance of this assumption earlier, then all counterexamples would be non-
intendedd models violating MP.1. In other words, we would have discovered this background 
assumptionn now by investigating counterexamples to T.2- . 
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Itt seems like the axioms put hardly any constraint on the relation between 
consensuss and number of rejections per deviant! A weaker version of Proposition 4 
thatt holds in all these models must be very weak-^so weak that is a tautology. 
Forr example: ' The greater the consensus, the smaller, or equal, or higher the 
numbernumber of rejections per deviant.'' Theorem 4~ is derivable from an empty premise 
set.8 8 

Theoremm 4~ The greater the consensus, the smaller, or equal, or higher the 
numbernumber of rejections per deviant: 

Vx,yVx,y [cons(x) > cons(?/) —>> (nrpd(j/) > nrpd(x) 

VV (-i(nrpd(x) > nrpd(j/)) A ->(nrpd(y) > nrpd(ar))) 

VV nrpd(x) > nrpd(y))] 

Proof:: OTTER can derive T.4" from an empty premise set. 

Ass a result, the statement of T.4~ makes no empirical claim and is unfalsi-
fiable.fiable. Summarizing: we can derive a (weaker) version of Proposition 2 (Theo-
remm 2~), but this does not help in deriving Proposition 4. 

5.4.44 Strengthen Axioms 

AA final option is to regard the counterexamples as models that are outside the 
intendedd domain of the theory. That is, the theorems do hold but on a smaller 
domain.. Therefore, we must reformulate the axioms such that models such as 
thosee in Tables 5.10 and 5.11 are no longer models of the revised axioms. In order 
too hold in a smaller set of models, the revised axioms must be stronger than the 
originall  axioms. There are several ways to make Proposition 2 derivable. We 
choosee a way that follows the original argumentation as closely as possible. 

Zetterbergg argues that Proposition 2 is derivable from Proposition 7 and 9. As 
statedd above, the counterexamples of Table 5.10 have the form soli(l) > soli(0) 
andd napm(0) = napm(l). A natural way to exclude these counterexamples is 
too add as an axiom that the greater the solidarity, the greater the number of 
associatesassociates per member: 

Vx,yVx,y [soli(x) > soli(y) -> napm(x) > napm(j/)] 

However,, that would mean that we add Proposition 2 as an axiom (which means 
thatt we can trivially derive it). 

AA second way to exclude the counterexamples is to add as axioms that the 
greatergreater the solidarity, the greater the division of labor (the converse of Proposi-
tionn 7): 

8Wee interpret here equal as 'not smaller than' and 'not higher than.' 
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A .. 12 Vx,s/ [soli(ar) > soli(y)  dlab(x) > dlab(y)] 

andd the greater the division of labor, the greater the number of associates per 
membermember (the converse of Proposition 9): 

A.133 Vx,y [dlab(ar) > dlab(y) ->- napm(a-) > napm(y)] 

Addingg these two axioms takes care of (the type of) counterexamples in Ta-
blee 5.10 (Axiom 12 removes models 1-2, and 5-6; Axiom 13 removes models 3-4). 
Wee can now make a new attempt at proving Proposition 2 using the revised set of 
axioms.. If this attempt succeeds, the revision has removed all counterexamples. 
Ass it turns out, we can indeed prove Proposition 2. 

Theoremm 2 The greater the solidarity, the greater the number of associates per 
member: member: 

Vx,, y [soli(x) > soli(y) —> napm(a:) > napm(y)] 

Proof:: OTTER can derive T.2 from A.12 and A.13. 

Inn case of Proposition 4 we must take care of the counterexamples in Table 5.11 
(afterr adding Axioms 12 and 13, Proposition 4 is still not derivable, and the same 
counterexampless remain). All counterexamples in Table 5.11 are of the form 
cons(l)) > cons(0) and soli(0) = soli(l), 

Too restore the argumentation for Proposition 4 we only need to add an axiom 
statingg that the greater the consensus, the greater the solidarity (the converse of 
Axiomm 8): 

A.144 Vx,y [cons(x) > cons(y) -¥ soli(x) > soli(y)] 

Thiss takes care of all counterexamples, because a new proof attempt of Propo-
sitionn 4 succeeds. 

Theoremm 4 The greater the consensus, the smaller the number of rejections per 
deviant: deviant: 

Vx,, y [cons(ar) > cons(y) -» nrpd(y) > nrpd(x)] 

Proof:: OTTER can derive T.4 from A.14 and A. 10. 

Onee way to view the revisions above, is to regard this as adding three extra 
axioms,, A. 12-14. But there is another way: the initial formal version of Propo-
sitionss 7, 8, and 9 can be combined with their converses, axioms A.12, A.14, 
andd A.13 respectively, into a revised version of these propositions as presented 
inn Table 5.12. Viewed in this way, we have revised our formalization of Propo-
sitionss 7-9, by interpreting the natural language statements like 'the greater the 
solidarity,solidarity, the greater the consensus' as a logical biconditional. That is, as 'the 
solidarityy is greater if and only if the consensus is greater.' This interpretation is 
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A.7** Vz, y [dlab(a:) > dlab(?/) o soli(:r) > soli(y)] 
A.8** Vx, y jsoli(x) > soli(y) <->  cons(x) > cons(y)] 
A.9** Vx, £/ [napm(:r) > napm(y) «-» dlab(a-) > dlab(y)] 

Tablee 5.12: Revised formalization of Propositions 7-9. 

justifiablee by considering the inherent ambiguity of the ordinary language state-
ments.. Moreover, it is warranted by the author's explicit remark to "let us assume 
thatt the research suggests that the link between determinant and result in these 
propositionss is necessary and reversible" Zetterberg (1965, p.160). 

Wee have now revised the axioms of the theory, so we must again pose the 
question:: Is the formal theory (still) consistent? Our earlier model in Table 5.4 
iss no longer a model of the theory, because the stronger version of Proposition 7 
(axiomm A.7*) does not hold in it. Fortunately, there are still models of our 
revisedd versions of Zetterberg's Propositions 7-10, for example the model shown 
inn Table 5.13.9 

napmm soli cons dlab nrpd 

11 1 1 1 0 
00 0 0 0 1 

> > 
0 0 
1 1 

0 0 
F F 
T T 

1 1 
F F 
F F 

Tablee 5.13: A model of Axioms A.7*, A.8*, A.9*, and A. 10. 

Wee can easily verify that the revised axioms hold in the model of Table 5.13: 
Axiomm A.7*  holds because the group with greater division of labor (0) has also 
aa greater solidarity; Axiom A.8*  holds because the group with greater solidarity 
(0)) also has greater consensus; Axiom A.9*  holds because the group with greater 
numberr of associates per member has a greater division of labor; and finally, 
Axiomm A. 10 holds because the group with greater solidarity (0) has a smaller 
numberr of rejections per deviant. This revised version of Zetterberg's theory has 
aa model, therefore it is consistent. 

Noww all (intended) theorems are provable: the proofs of Proposition 1, 3, 5, 
andd 6 (and 11) are still valid because we have only added axioms (or strength-
enedd them); Proposition 2 is derivable from 7 and 8 (both in their revised form); 

9Onn domain size 2, MAC E generates 66 models of the revised axioms (and the background 
assumptions).. The model in Table 5.13 is a prototypical model of the theory. There are two 
"ideall  types" of groups (Zetterberg 1955, p.539): 

MechanicalMechanical groups marked by: 1) low division of labor; 2) low solidarity; 3) small 
membership;; and 4) strong rejection of deviates from group norms. 
OrganicOrganic groups marked by: 1) high division of labor; 2) high solidarity; 3) large 
membership;; and 4) littl e rejection of deviates. 

Groupp 0 in the model is an organic group, and group 1 is a mechanical group. 
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Propositionn 4 is derivable from 8 (in its revised form) and the original Proposi-
tionn 10. 

Moreover,, there are two more theorems derivable. 

Theoremm 15 the greater the consensus, the greater the division of labor: 

T.155 Var, y [cons(ar) > cons(t/) ->  dlab(z) > dlab(j/)] 

Proof:: OTTER can derive T.15 from A.14 and A.12. 

Theoremm 16 the greater the consensus, the greater the number of associates 
perper member: 

T.166 Var, y [cons(ar) > cons(y) ->  napm(x) > napm(i/)] 

Proof:: OTTER can derive T.16 from A. 14, A. 12, and A. 13. 

Similarr to the axioms, we can combine the Theorems 1, 2, and 3, with (new) 
Theoremss 15, 11, and 16 respectively, as Theorems T.l* , T.2*, and T.3*  in 
Tablee 5.14. 

T . l ** Vx,s/ [dtab(x) > ó\ab(y) <-> cons(:r) > cons(y)] 
T.2** Vx,y [soli(:r) > soli(y) «-> napm(a:) > napm(y)] 
T.3** Vx, y [napm(x) > napm(y) <->  cons(:r) > cons(y)] 

Tablee 5.14: A revised formalization of Theorems 1-3. 

Wee have now re-formalized three of the four axioms as biconditionals, i.e., 
A.7* ,, A.8*, and A.9*, which allows us to derive all intended theorems, T . l -6. 
Moreover,, we can derive three of these theorems as stronger biconditionals, i.e., 
T.l* ,, T.2*, and T.3*. 

Addingg axioms allows us to derive all propositions, including the missing 
Propositionss 2 and 4. Moreover, the stronger formulations of Axioms 7-9, i.e., 
A.7*,, A.8*, and A.9*, also restore the intended inference patterns. For example, 
unlikee in our initial formalization, Proposition 3 (T.3*) can now be inferred from 
Propositionn 2 (T.2*) and Proposition 8 (A.8*). 

5.4.55 Proposition 10 

Wee have now formalized three of the four axioms as biconditionals (A.7*, A.8*, 
andd A.9*), and left the remaining axiom in its original version (A.10). Although 
strictlyy speaking not necessary for proving the theorems, one could argue that it 
iss more natural to formalize the fourth axiom, Proposition 10, in a similar way 
ass the other axioms. Let us explore this option. 
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A.10** Vx.y [soli{.r) > soli(y) f-> nrpd(y) > nrpd(x)] 

Tablee 5.15: Revised formalization of Propositions 10. 

Assumee Proposition 10 is reformalized as A.10*  in Table 5.15: the solidarity 
isis greater if and only if the number of rejections per deviant is smaller. 

Thee stronger version of Proposition 10 allows for the derivations of three more 
theoremss derivable. 

Theoremm 17 the greater the number of rejections per deviant, the smaller the 
consensus: consensus: 

T.177 Vx,y [nprd(.r) > nprd(y) —> cons(t/) > cons(x)] 

Proof:: OTTER can derive T.17 from A. 10*  and A.8. 

Theoremm 18 the greater the number of rejections per deviant, the smaller the 
divisiondivision of labor: 

T.188 Vx,y [nprd(x) > nprd(y) -> dlab(y) > dlab(x)] 

Proof:: OTTER can derive T.18 from A.10* and A.12. 

Theoremm 19 the greater the number of rejections per deviant, the smaller the 
numbernumber of associates per member: 

T.199 Vx, y [nprd(x) > nprd(y) —> napm(y) > napm(x)] 

Proof:: OTTER can derive T.19 from A.10*, A.12, and A.13. 

Again,, we can combine the (new) Theorems 17, 18, and 19 with Theorems 4, 
5,, and 6 respectively as Theorems 4*, 5*, and 6*  in Table 5.16. We now have for-

T.4** Var,y [cons(ar) > cons(y) <-* nrpd(y) > nrpd(ar)] 
T.5** Vx, y jdlab(:r) > dlab(y) o nrpd(y) > nrpd(x)] 
T.6** Vx, y [napm(x) > napm(y) -H- nrpd(y) > nrpd(x)] 

Tablee 5.16: A revised formalization of Theorems 4-6. 

malizedd all 10 propositions in the same way (both axioms A.7*-10* and theorems 
T.l*-6 **  as biconditionals). Table 5.17 compares the verbal theory with our last 
formall  version. In this version, all suggested theorems are derivable. Moreover, 
theyy are derivable by the suggested inferences. 
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Verball  theory: 
P.ll  from P. 7 and P.8 
P.. 2 from P. 7 and P.9 
P.33 from P.8 and derived P.2 
P.44 from P.8 and P. 10 
P.55 from P.7 and P.10 
P.66 from P.9 and derived P.5 

Formall  theory: 
T. l **  from A.7*  and A.8* 
T.2**  from A.7*  and A.9* 
T.3**  from A.9* , A.7*  and A.8* 
T.4**  from A.8*  and A.10* 
T.5**  from A.7*  and A.10* 
T.6**  from A.9* , A . r and A.10* 

V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 

Tablee 5.17: The Verbal and Formal Theory 

Iss the (formal) theory still consistent? The theory is consistent if it has a 
model.. The model in Table 5.13 is also a model of Axioms A.7*, A.8*, A.9*, 
andd A.10*.10 

5.4.66 Recapitulating 

Wee have now presented four formalizations of Zetterberg's natural language the-
oryy as summarized in Table 5.18. 

Premises:: Theorems: 
(1)) A.7, A.8, A.9, A.10 TJ^ T\3^ T.5, T.6 
(2)) A.7, A.8, A.9, A.10, MP.1 T . l , T.2", T.3, T.5, T.6 
(3)) A.7*, A.8*, A.9*, A.10 T.l* , T.2*, T.3*, T.4, T.5, T.6 
(4)) A.7*, A.8*, A.9*, A.10* T.l* , T.2*, T.3*, T.4*, T.5*, T.6* 

Tablee 5.18: Four Formal Version of the Theory. 

Versionss 1 and 2 use the same axioms, therefore they characterize the same 
theory.111 If we would choose between these first two versions, then the exposition 
inn version 2 is closer to the natural language exposition of the theory because it 
presentss a version of theorem 2. 

Versionn 3 allows us to derive all propositions, including Proposition 4, and is 
thereforee a more natural representation of the natural language theory. The price 
forr deriving all propositions is a set of stronger axioms, which narrows down the 
theory'ss domain of application. Version 3 allows use to derive the propositions 
usingg the suggested inferences. In version 3 of the theory, some propositions 
(T.l* ,, T.2*, T.3*, A.7*, A.8*, and A.9*) are represented using biconditionals, 
whereass other propositions (T.4, T.5, T.6, and A.10) are represented as normal 
conditionals.. The difference in the translation of propositions is admittedly ad 

10Onn domain size 2, MACE generates 34 models of the revised axioms (and the background 
assumptions). . 

111 In the table, we only list the background assumptions if they are needed in the derivations. 
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hoc:hoc: we have reinterpreted those axioms that were necessary for deriving at least 
aa conditional version of the theorems. 

Versionn 4 reinterprets all axioms as biconditionals, and as a result allows for 
alsoo deriving biconditional statements. Version 4 gives a natural reconstruction of 
Zetterberg'ss theory in first-order logic. It gives a uniform, formal interpretation 
off  all propositions (both axioms and theorems), it is consistent, the derivations of 
theoremss are sound, and all theorems are satisfiable and falsifiable.12 Our goal is 
too formalize Zetterberg's theory, and, arguably, version 4 is our best candidate: it 
seemss to model the natural language of the original theory closely, and it satisfies 
alll  the logical criteria we formulated. 

Thee explanatory power of version 4 comes at a price: we had to reformalize the 
axiomss as biconditionals. These versions of the axioms are strong. Consequently, 
theyy restrict the domain of the theory. We can investigate the domain of the 
theoryy by looking at its models. Table 5.19 shows the number of models of 

Premises:: Models on {0,1} : 
(1)) A.7, A.8, A.9, A.10 1024 
(2)) A.7, A.8, A.9, A.10, MP.1, MP.2 142 
(3)) A.7*, A.8*, A.9*, A.10, MP.1, MP.2 66 
(4)) A.7*, A.8*, A.9*, A.10*, MP.1, MP.2 34 

Tablee 5.19: Number of Models on a Simple Domain. 

universee {0,1} . On domain size two, version 4 of the theory has models similar 
too the model presented in Table 5.13, and there are models in which all variables 
aree equal for both groups (i.e., for group 0 and group l).13 The axioms are so 
strongg that all five variables become virtually identical, trivializing the theory. 
Althoughh version 4 of the theory is a more natural translation of the natural 
languagee wording, its strong axioms seem unrealistic. To a lesser extent, the 
samee holds for version 3 in which four of the five variables are virtually identical. 
Although,, version 2 of the theory does not derive a version of proposition 4, it is 
perhapss the most promising candidate. 

12Forr proving the satisfiability of a theorem, we have to find a model (ignoring the axioms) 
wheree it holds. All theorems are satisfied in the model in Table 5.13. For proving falsifiability 
off  a theorem, we have to construct a model (ignoring the axioms) in which the theorem is does 
nott hold. For example, the models in Table 5.10 still prove the falsifiability of proposition 2 
(notee that these models do no longer belong to the revised theory). 

13Thee model presented in Table 5.13 is one of the 34 models on domain size 2 that are 
producedd by the automated model generator MACE. NO less than 32 of these models make 
alll  axioms (and theorems) vacuously true! In these 32 models all variables are equal for both 
groupss (both 0 or both 1 for the five variables yield 25 = 32 models). In the model in Table 5.13 
alll  five variables are unequal, and the copy with arguments 0 and 1 interchanged is the last 
remainingg model. 
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5.55 Discussion and Conclusions 

Thee axiomatization of scientific theories in formal logic dates back, at least, to the 
logicall  positivists (Ayer 1959). A formal theory is defined as the deductive clo-
suree of its set of axioms and theoretical explanations and predictions correspond 
too deductions from the set of premises (Popper 1959). Formal logic provides 
severall  criteria for evaluating the theory, such as the consistency of the theory 
andd soundness of deductions—criteria traditionally associated with the context 
off  justification. We argued that these criteria can also play an important role in 
thee revision of a theory—an activity traditionally associated with the context of 
discovery.. The tests we suggested do not only prove the criteria, but also give 
aa particular derivation or model that explains why a certain criterion holds or 
failss to hold. Examining these proofs or models provides crucial information for 
revisingg the formal theory. Moreover, this revision may have an impact on the 
originall  theory. This can be of great importance since even a minor modification 
off  the original theory may avoid the costs involved in the empirical testing of 
incorrectt or irrelevant hypotheses. The criteria facilitate a piecemeal revision of 
thee theory, resulting in a cyclic process of theory development.14 

Thee detection of nonintended models deserves special attention: the implica-
tionss of this simple result are quite fundamental. The mechanization or autom-
atizationn of human intelligence is an age-old problem. Human intelligence has 
aa bewildering richness of latent knowledge available that plays a crucial role in 
humann reasoning (Boden 1998). Two of the most fundamental problems in the 
formalizationn of human intelligence are how to unearth this background knowl-
edge,, and how to determine which parts of it are relevant for the problem at 
hand.. Finding counterexamples that are nonintended models provides a partial 
solution:: in a sense, the formal theory can tell us what it is missing. Moreover, 
thee underlying human knowledge is often tacit, making its articulation beyond 
thee owner's control (Polanyi 1958). Notice that even a model violating a theo-
rist'srist's tacit domain knowledge can still be recognized by him/her as a nonintended 
model.. Furthermore, confronting a theorist with such a nonintended model can 
makee him/her aware of the underlying tacit understanding and can provide crucial 
helpp in its articulation. 

Thee process of revision is essentially interactive. We attempt to use compu-
tationall  support for those tasks for which computers are better equipped. For 
example,, we use automated reasoning tools for finding proofs or models. Notice 
thatt humans theorizers have often difficulty in finding counterexamples that are 
non-intendedd models. Theorizers tend to ignore these models since they conflict 
withh their common-sense or with their understanding of the substantive domain. 
Fortunately,, an automated model generator does not have such a bias. On the 

14Muchh like the essay on the polyhedra conjecture in (Lakatos 1976) to which our case study 
inn §5.3 shows some remarkable resemblance. 
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otherr hand, a human theorizer can use this knowledge to distinguish between non-
intendedd models and genuine counterexamples. This decision is crucial because 
itt determines whether we need to revise the premises (in case of a non-intended 
model)) or whether we need to revise the conjecture (in case of a genuine coun-
terexample).. This decision is difficult to make for automated systems because it 
wouldd require a full axiomatization of all relevant common, background knowl-
edge. . 

Thee product of an axiomatization attempt, a first-order logic rendition of a 
theory,, is a deductive theory. Although we advocate deductive theories, we do not 
wantt to de-emphasize other modes of reasoning. Quite the contrary. Consider, for 
example,, the step to revise the theory to account for a counterexample. Such an 
attemptt to revise the theory is abductive. In fact, this step is using an extended 
formm of abduction, since we may either decide to change the premises to explain 
thee claim (traditional abduction, see for example Aliseda-LLera 1997), or decide 
too change the claim such that it can be explained by the original premises.15 

Althoughh the product of an axiomatization is a deductive theory, the process of 
axiomatizingg a theory is essentially non-deductive. 

155 Note that only in the first case we really modify the formal theory—being all logical con-
sequencess of the premise set. In the second case only the exposition of the theory changes. 


